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Abstract
Black Audia FiIm Collective\ The Last Angel of History (1996) sketches the artistic
and intellectual movements that ha1)e come to be called Afrofuturism, which atgues
that since the great ruptute oJ the Middle Passage, African diaspora people have been
doing science fction, assembling t'utures from fragments of the past. The flm's creative
and intellectual energy lie in its manners of unfoding, that

is, forms oJ

historiography

essdy examines sewral manners of
unt'okling, including aniconism, unfolding from fragments, unt'olding from a d atabase,
fabulation. and unfolding deep history.

that woukl make sense of p erceptible artit'acts. This

rFhere!

something seductive, thrilling, enigmatic about the Black Audio

I pit- coll".tt',.i The Last Angel of irinori

O996). Dimly felt ideas take
form.Images flash overyour retinas too quickly to grasp mentally, so you feel
them, in goose bumps, in fixed attention. You feel your capacities enlarge.
Maybe you feel afraid, for things you thoughtyou kr.rew are coming undone.
It's tempting to try to master this very smart fihn by being just as smart as
it is: to use a couple ofrecurring characters from Parliament Funkadelic, by
being the Sir Nose Dvoid ofFunk to the filmt Star Child. But I found that
briefly renouncing the academic Sir Nose approach so as to pay attention
to the feeling ofmy hairs standing on end alerted me to the moments when
Last Angel was performing something particularly deft. I shall refer to these
performances as m anners of unfolding.l
The Last Angel of History glves a sketch of the artistic and intellectual
movements that have come to be called Afrofuturism, in which Black musicians, writers, and artists argue that since the great rupture of the Middle
Passage, African diaspora people have been doing scietrcc liction.' I)eoirle
who have livedthe legacy of slavery are tilrc tmvclcrs. As ( ircli lrrlt , lsll r rrrrt l
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Reed, Kodwo Eshun, and numerous others argue in the film, ever since Afri_
cans were kidnapped, forced onto slave ship holds and plantations, and forbidden to use their languages, their descendants have survived and created

in this alienated, dislocated state. They have done so by assembling futures
from fragments of the past, preferring to disdain the present thaf accords
them less than human status or, at best, offers "inclusion'in a humanity not

oftheir design, and using technology and art to invent when historical research fails to yield an1'thing useful.
fohn Akomfrah and Edward George picked up on critic John Corbett,s
observation of the uncanny similarity between Sun Ra, Lee Scratch perry,
and George Clinton, Black musicians respectively in jazz, reggae, and funk:
all ofwhom, while unaware of each other's practices, deployed the captivating discovery that they came to Earth from another planet on a spaceship.3
As Clinton says in the film, "Space for Black people is not something new. I
really believe we've been there, we're returning to there, and the consciousness ofBlack people, ofall humankind, is striving to return. Whether some_
body gave us our intellect genetically by cloning, or that we're descended
from the starsl' Hieroglyphs, diagrams ofinsects, and an ultrasound ofmys
terious tissue accompany his words.

Blackscience fiction invents manners of unfolding-that is, forms ofhis_
toriography that would make sense ofperceptible artifacts. One manner of
unfolding that the film decisively abandons is a beliefthat the present arises
continuously from the past and that the past is fully available-a luxurious
falsehood that some people who occupy global positions of power still ir.r
dulge, and an ideology that lulls dominated people, too. Instead, African di,
aspora science fiction unpacks fragmentary artifacts that indicate a buriecl
past, modeling history on imaginations ofthe future. It mourns pasts that calr
never be recollected, and incorporates unknowns when facts clo not serve.
The Last Angel of Hktory is thrilling and releases energy in spectators Dot
onlybecause ofthe Afrofuturist topic, but also because the BlackAudio Film
Collective artists have devised manners of unfolding that match its driven
creative energy. The rest ofthis essay will describe some of them.

Unfolding New Embodiments
The contagious rhlthms and overwhelming bass sounds ofthe Black techno
musics featured in Last Angel make their arguments by making you dance.
They demand that your body discover new feelings to go with the unnatural

new sounds. This embodied anti-naturalism is what Alexander Weheliye
values in Blirck phor.rography: the ir.rextricability of sound and writing in re_
coltlctl rrrrsir.r l..otlrvo l-lshrrn describes the way breahbeat music reclesigns

rl
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the botly th rorrglr "irrrpircts at lcvels barely explicable in the normal languages
ofsensirliorl w it h sou ncls that create intensities that are received not by the
rnin<l brrl by t he nervous system, the "brain distributed across the entire surlircc ol thc bocly."' This of course is a shout-out to Gilles Deleuze's concept
ol thc figural, an emergent image that does not draw on preexisting knowlctlge but makes the body anew, through rh1thm.6
In the 1970s disco replaced the soulful sounds of R&B and the selfrighteous transcendentalism of rock music with mechanical beats. As fuchard
Dyer wrote in 1979, rock used percussion in a thrusting, phallic way, while
disco released rhlthms that caressed the whole bodyinto dancing. In Mississauga in 1978, my nerdy teenage seli up to then troubled that I just couldn t
get into rock music, felt liberated rroving to the easy, seductive, mechanical
beats ofdisco and the booty-bending 'Aquaboogie" and doing the Freak in
a multi-human snake around the darkened high school cafeteria.

Transcendence offered a good solution to people who

didnt want to

dance, or felt they couldnt dance or shouldnt dance, like Funkadelic's "Mr.
Nosel' Disco abandoned transcendence. Appreciating this, Dyer also put a

novel spin on the shallow glamour ofdisco that somehow condemned it
more commercial than "serious" rock:

as

Disco's celebration ofmateriality is only a celebration ofthe world we are nec

essarilyand always immersed in-and discot materiality, in technological mo
dernity, is resolutely historical and cultural-it can never be, as most art claims
for itself, an "emanation' outside ofhistory and ofhuman production.T

Detroit techno in its turn abandoned God, soulfulness, and "keeping it
reall' "Techno

. . . says

nothing to the Lord, but speaks volumes on the dance

floorl' Stuart Cosgrove noted in 1988. "Derrick Mays revolutionary backtracking on the Technics decks and Santonio's Yamaha drums are stripped
ofany sense of emotion: theyjust percuss you outl'8

Unfolding from Ruins
The Last Angel of HisforT is composed around ruins and palimpsests. These
qualities indicate one manner ofunfolding: a view that history is almost entirely lost to us, unless one can seize on the briefest ofclues as they flash in
the rubble. One ofthe first things you notice about the film-from the very
first shots of Edward George, playing the Data Thiel surveying a flooded
landscape-is that it is composed around ruins. This scere ofdevastatiotl returns several times: shacks ancl a motrile honrt' ull <lccP irr wutct, abunckttted,

inal'ril'nlgcsattlrirtedwi{hbronzcligltl.'lllcollrtrsitrtcol

tttitr is l)rlroit,
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once grand buildings empty and painted with
graffiti. The Data Thiefcharacter explores these ruins in search of clues,
th1 voice_over (also George,s)
tells us. Sometimes the Data Thief carries a dowser,
an instru_.nt of _on
tage that makes the earth speak. The film takes
up tfr. _oiiiof tfr.,,rln Uy
creating ruined images, palimpsests, layered
so that parts of each layer are
revealed, parts obscured. Striking among these
layers is an image roughly
in the shape ofthe African continent thuiuppenrs to
b. a l_g. pi!." of.urt.
In this introduction the Data Thief(n-ever facing the
cai"iu, u, tt ough
to preserve the impression that he is not ofthe
same s-pace_time as the places
he visits) relates the story of musician Robert
Johnson, wh.
..rf to
the devil at a crossroads in exchange for a ,,seciet
technology;, ,i. ltu.r. W"
receive the first clue that the characters in
this movie are time travelers and
that time,_according to this movie, does not stretch
for_urJonJUu.t nra
smoothlybut is fractured, discontinuous, andfolds
up to pe._it.lriuin.t ar_
acters to travel in time. The Data Thiefsays,

,rfjii,

Rumour has it that before Robert
Johnson made his deal with the devil at the
crossroads, he couidnt play to save his life. He
sold his soul, in return he got
the secret. Our thieffrom the future gives up the
right to belong in his time_
in order to come to our time, to iind the Mothership
connectioi. The thiefbe_
comes an angel-an angel ofhistory.
The filmmakers evoke Walter Benjamint ..Theses
on the philosophy

of

Historyi' Their title derives from Benjamint heartbreaking
_.aiiuiron on

r.r Novr;s, a big-headed, snaggte_toothed
,;i"..a,,
:iil,*,.":4rt
l(lees.scratchy etching with many curlicues, its usejess
"ig;l
wings"risinq like sur_

Prrsed hand5. Benjamin proposes that this 3ng.|

i.

po*erless tojntercecle

and can onlybe blown backward into the futurelfurther
aw"y
"Where we perceive a chain ofevents, h. r".,
on.

fr"_ f"."air..

,irrgl. .uiuri.rpfr. rvfr.f,
keeps piling wreckage and hurls it in front of
his feet.,,i He.. i, il""*.
unfolding, devastating to contemplate, that says historyco"r;i "
;;;;; pr.g"f

ress but only devastation. Benjamin kills any
Hegelian vir", ,Luiriifilnf..,,
ivlafx s hrstorical materialism, to which the theses
elsewhere devote them_
selves. The immobilized angel recognizes that
human ,p.og..rr; .o;rirt, of
catastrophe: yes, that is the correct perspective
on the rnass_scale abduction,
enslavement, murder, and knowl"dg" th.ft by turo_American,
of ef.i.un
y^e.oies rn order.to capitalize on growing glotal _urk.t, fo. rrgur,
-tton,
(ooacco, and rndtgo.
Benjamin's well-klown sixth thesis states, in part: ,,To
articulate the past
historically does not mean to recognize it .the way it
reaffy *"r:1n*t.y. f,
nreals lo seize hold ofa memory as it flashes up
at a moment oldanger. This
,'n q uoj ed invo( irtior contjnues, less farn iliarly. to slate
thal bolh th;content
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of tradition and the people who receive it are in danger of becoming tools
of conformism and ofthe ruling class. "Only that historian will have the gift
of fanning the spark ofhope in the past who is firmly convinced that eren
the dead will notbe safe from the enemy ifhe wins. And this enemy has not
ceased to be victorious" (Benjamins emphasis).tt Mining the past for flashes
is a fraught and essential exercise. The past might not be rediscovered at all.
Or, Beniamin warns, it might be homogenized into a dominant narrative of
history that serves the ruling class: a concept that remains entirely relevant.
Deftness, surprise, and the ability notjust to reveal but also to conceal their
findings will be crucial if Akomfrah and his colleagues are to enact a Black
science fictior.r that refuses to be incorporated into any triumphalist or otherwise linear narrative.

Unfolding from Monads: Montage

Benix

lfi

..rq b.g* ," distinguish some patterns. Then I finally used
the pause
I:_i::l
button to try to scrutinize these sequences frame by frame,
with limited suc_

Here are some of them:
The Data Thief instructs himself to find the
crossroads where Robert
lohnson sold his soul for the blues. Flashing on one of the .o_pr,"rr,
ur"
these ancient religious deities? A four_armed fi-gure_Hindui
cess.

e *ia'._Uro*"a,

naturalistic figure, possibly persian or Armeirian. en ngiptian
relief carv_
ing. A phallus-headed entity. An African female figure.
.inotfr". f._a. ng_
:r? 1,rrlu" dilated, giving birth. A winged creatuie cupping her breasts_
Babylonian? (Note the uncomforting felundtty
ofthese'b'eirigrj alig .y"a
Greek looking head. These give way to a rotating vortex
that"spins out into
text (hard to read, but it looks like critical race tf,eory).
Th" Duia Thiefcorr_
cludes with a clue, the phrase ,,Mothership Corrn..iiorr,,,
tt ui i.udr-t i_ ,o
George Clinton.
Later: the Data Thief is, as he says, ,,surfing the Internet
of Black cul-

turel'.old photographs flit by. scanning views

The true picture ofthe past flits by. Memoryflashes up at

a

moment ofdanger.

If you dont catch those pictures deftly, you may lose them forever; and if
you fail to catch them, the enemy will blend them into a bland, psychologizing, Spielbergian homily or a mediocre pop tune. lartArgel draws inspiration from Sergei Eisenstein (and frorn others who practice Eisensteinan
montage, including Ousmane Sembene). Eisenstein did not trust cinema to
produce truth even by observing the world long and patiently, but argued
that it must cut into the observable world. These ideas inspire filmmakers to
elicit those moments of flashing, where an unbidden artifact cuts into the
present: that is montage, a skeptical manner ofunfolding. Montage should
produce contrasts-between shots, between image and sound, and within a
shot-whose rhlthm releases an energy that the spectator's body absorbs.t'?
Last Angel uses nontage in two distinctways. One is montagewithin the
frame, especially in stationary shots that contain multiple contrasting images: these occur on the screens ofthe Data Thief's three computers and in
the slits ofhis sunglasses, a different image fleeting across each eye (fig. 1). In
an interview with Kass Banning, Akomfrah demurs cinematographer Arthur
Jafa's suggestion that the essence of Black cinema resides in rhlthm, or the
cut, and says that it may reside instead in the frame.I3 So montage within the
frame, holding the contrasts together like the points of multiple folds, seems
to be an important strategy for Akornfrah.ra
The other is a decidedly noncognitive montage in which worlds of images speed by our own eyes, too fast to comprehend. Watching Last Angel ln
real time, you dont see these sequences as much as feelthe m, bypassing your
brain to go straight to the nervous systenr, intcnse streirnrs th:rt raise your encrgy il qr.liurtlrrn. I expcriencc<l lhis nclvorrs llow in vit wings ovcr nrrnrcrrrrs

o-f each intercut with others.
theres a p^oster advertising Beulah poynter performing
at Havlins Theater;
a.group of Asian women in uniform; Black sailors;
forir smiline Black sol,
diers.,one orr a bicycle; a group ofAboriginal people,
waiting ouisiJ. u L.ot,
well-dressed people c. 1900 scrambling over the rubble
of ruined buildingsr
a group of Black men taking a rest on the porch
of a 1930s gas station, the
w-hrte proprietor seeming to share ajoke with them.
There oc=curs the figure
of an eagle, composed-could it be?-of hundreds
of peopt. ,t_ainn in for_
mation; Richard Nixon. gesturing palms down: a massive
KIan ralli. There
ge tunelll wreaLhs. plump-cheeked women wearing babushkas. fh.r. ur"
Slacksoldiers carrying a missile inscribed with some me*"g.
," AJ"lf Ui,
ler. A Blackman hotdinghis chitd, who is pointingwith
thrng off-trame. White soldiers in fancy uniformi
doing acrobatics. Dozens
,.te 1e40s, slx preny Black women
rip"i.k -Jg"_r.
:l:lt^y:]]::
schooichildren at rheir desks. This is no stereotlpical ""n
archive ofBlack culture, though.there's a strong el.rphasis on African-American
military service. Something more is going on.
Derrick May says,.,Detroit techno came from
,
,AlTo,h:r q9tnt,
Juan At_
tunss rdea to inftltrate the music jndustry as a Black
artist doing electronjc
music..Nobody was doing it:, Atkins says, over outer_space
sound effects, ,.I
wanted to land a UFO on the track.,, Flashing on one
oi th. .o_po*rr, anu_
tomical drawings ofinsects; an animal that lo=oks like a primitive;hin;;eros;
Chinese text; an astrolabe; diagrams ofthe cosmos labelea
i" A*iii. ffr.r.
pictures, streaming by too fast to really see, arent illustrating
what May and
Atkins say. What are they doing?
montages do not confirm uhat the speaker is
saying;
lhcy 1,"t...lbli'n'lal
tilke it in .rn,'th(r rlirrctiorr, (iig into the strata. We get a
sense that the

fas;ui;;;;r._._

""1

.

,,

't 1

I
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Data Thief's computers are mining and mixing universal knowledge, unearthing fragments that may turn out to be connected.
Walching Last Angel in real time, the unseeable archival photographs
operate Iike knives: they startle; you feel them as a wound or a shock. Does
this bodily response elicit embodied knowledge or some other communal
memory? What is the "moment of danger" that causes them to flash up?
Montage turns up a monad. Weheliye, in an inspired comparison of
Ralph Ellisons lnvisible Man and Benjamin's theses on history, notes that
in both, "the past monadically flares up . . . which opens a different series
of doorways to the crinkle of the past while suggesting a nondogmatic and
elastic arrangement oftemporal confluencel'The term moradis used in Benjamin's sense: The historical materialist 'bnly approaches a historical entity
when it confronts him in the form ofa monad':rs a breach in the seemingly
inevitable progression of time. Weheliye proposes thatthese monads can also
be considered opacities, in lidouard Glissant! sense, and as folds in Deleuze's
sense. In Gottfreid Wilhelm Leibniz, the monad is a soul that perceives the
entire universe from its point ofview, sorne parts clearly, some indistinctly.
But since Benjamin is considering the monad to be an interruption, he has

clearly departed from Leibniz's embracing totality in which each monad
knows its place and reverentially discloses the (closed) universe as well as it
is able. Benjamins monad interrupts the totality. Apparently Benjamin never
got to explain exactly what he meant by "monadl'which features in his unfinished Arcades project. He likely meant a point that concentrates a great
deal of historical knowledge, similar to his concept of aura. In contrast to
progressivist history, this conception ofmonad indicates that history is discontinuous, rhlthmic.

Figure 1. Montage wthin the frame: the Data
Thie I in The LastAngel 0f Histvty.

Fabulation: lnventing Folds
Sometimes the lackof images and totalloss ofthe pastleads to another manner ofunfolding: fabulation, making up folds.r6 Ruth Mayer notes this turn
to fiction in the work of Carrie Mae Weems and Haile Gerima, which show
that "the project of excavating an African past will invariably deviate from its
anthropological and historiographical premises and venture into the realm
of fantasy and myth to compensate for the lack of concrete and indubitable
material)'t7 Last Angel's account is a fabulation truer than realiry for it tells a
truth about the African diaspora, testified by multiple witnesses, that people
who have been abducted and genetically altered, denied their rights and be
longing in the present, have privileged access to knowledge ofa future time.
And whatt the appeal ofan outer-space ori€iin? It allows Ati-ican-tliaspora
"linirlly hrtvc ckrrrc with this (iotl. Ib
1.rcople, ls Edwarcl George writcs, [o

Figure 2. A Guy Called

G

enldin The LastAnget0f

Histvry.

1ts
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finally abandon the search for a place in this world. To become something
other than human, here and now, while also hailing from some far away land,
from ancient Eg1pt, Africa before the slave trade, and from somewhere out
there too, from deep in the harsh winds of Saturn'r8-the origin Sun Ra privileges over his terrestrial birthplace of Birmingham, Alabama. Afrofuturism
asks, what's so great about being human? Humanism defines the liberal subject as sovereign, free from the will ofothers.Le It means less to people who,
duringthe Golden Age of humanism, were considered animals or possessions
by Euro-American colonizers-yet who, in the manner ofthe master-slave
dialectic, possess a knowledge ofthe totality inaccessible to their 'bwnersl'
As Weheliye argues, too, technological mediation poses no threat to people
considered not quite human anlmay. Phonography, he proposes, is an appropriate model for African American historiography, a way to make Black
people appear in history that erases them otherwise. Hence the ease with
which Black people adopted and transformed recording technologies.
Even a reversal ofhumanism, that claims African (and diaspora) people
are more human than other earthlings falls claim to alame essentialism. Eshun, at his most vividly withering, puts it thus:
Today's cyborgs are too busy manufacturing themselves acloss timespace to dis-

12'l

beautiful dream ofa watery civilization born ofmurdered slaves
could make
ripping science-fiction movie. But lI7 dra Decapita shows almost
nothing
but the surface of dark waves . . . the dawn over a shoreline . . . anti_auratic
close-ups ofreproductions off. M. W Turner's Slayers Throwing
Overboarcl
the Dead and Dying-Typhoon coming on of 1840. . . and
the iiew ofsand
and sky from within a cave. White light picks out the ripples;
in freeze_frame,
they suggest hierogllphs, signals floated up from the deep. Someone
specu,
lates that an extraterrestrial cjvilization might have populated
Earth in in_
terplanetary liquid flows. We hear a terrible story:
John'Ruskins description
a

ofthe_Tu-rner painting, sung in Anjalika Sagar,s beautiful,
throatyvoice. The

sound ofthis voice is as close as Hyd.ra Decapita gets to any
kind ofredemp_

tion.

Refusing to Unfold: Aniconism
Given the concerted effort of American slavers to eradicate the culture
of
slaves, to hope for some kind of African communul m"-o.f
se.-s
like a desecration ofthe dead. As Samuel Delany, who is interviewejin
las,
Angel, writes,

African

intensify themselves with all the Turing Tests for traosatlantic, transeuropean
and transafrican consciousness: afiirmation, keeping it real, representing, staying true to the game, respect due, staying black. Alien Music today deliberately
fails all these Tests, these putdd corpses of petrified moralism; it treats them
with utter indifference; it replaces them with nothing whatsoever2o

Fabulation, then, rejects a humanist notion that it is possible to tell
stories truthfully, that if you're real enough you will receive justice. it's a
controversial strategy, seeking not truth and reconciliation but powers of
the false, having done with judgments oftruth that insertyou into the status
quo in order to make room for ungovernable new forms oflife.
A further step of fabulation is the moving and enigmatic mlth ofthe
Black Atlantis.In 1997,ayear after LastAngel, the Detroittechno band Drexciya, in the liner notes to their CD The Qresf, speculated that African peoples
may have survived the Middle Passage to construct an underwater civilization. Maybe the pregnant women who were thrown overboard during that
harrowing journey did not perish but gave birth to children with gills, who
could live underwater. This mlthological island under the sea features in
Parliament's song "Deet'': Clinton sings, "We need to raise Atlantis from the
bottom of the sea, dancing 'til we bring it to the topJ' This aquatic civiliza
tion inspirecl the most aniconic filr.n dealing with the unspeakable disaster of
the' Mirl<llc Passirgc, the Otolith (;rout)'s I lyrlnt l)tctpilt (20l0). 'l hc tcrribly

ll4arks/r/rJe-lJX: Manad, 0l,t''l//s/', nenix

Every effort conceivable was made to destroy ail vestiges ofwhat
might endure
as African social consciousness- When, indeed, we say
that this cJuntry was
founded on slavery, we must remember that we mean, specifically,
that it was
founded on the systematic, conscientious, and massive destruction
ofcultural
remnants. That some musical rhythms have €ndured, that certain
religious at

titudes and structures seem to have persisted, is quite astonishing,
wien you
study the eforts ofthe white, slave_importi[g machinery to wipe
ihem out.rr

Aniconism, or the avoidance offigurative image_making, is yet anotier
manner ofunfolding that operates in Last Angel olHistory; a stratesy

ofde_
nying,images (and sounds) altogether. causing lhem to remain.nt"ir.ly.n_
folded. Aniconism seems the best response both to the lost
knowledges of
Africans and to the drawn-out calamity of slavery that caused the
loss. To
try to soothe the wound with holistic fictions doei violence all over
again.
The Last Angel ofHislory makes wounds, that is for
sure. A questi,on for
the aniconic strate gies of The Last Angel of History is, do the
worlrrds
u
place- where knowledge might enter later-Benjamint
monads? Is the Data
Thief come from the future to wound African diaspora peoples so
that he
can graft their lost knowledge back into them? Areihese
unseeable images
compre.ssed likc pills, to expand only after they are ingested?
To protect them
rr-rcalwhilc lronr rrrcr.r'ly ctrrious eyes?

,

-ak
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Aniconism is at work in this as in many of BAFC's films: refusing to
the image, concealing it as though in a deep fold that the film stretches
open for one-twenty-fourth of a second. An ontological kind of question
arises: are these images concealed inside folds, as I just suggested, or fissures? These sound like metaphors but they yield different ways of thinking about history, different rnanners ofenfoldment. A folded universe, like
that described by Leibniz, is fundamentally connected, and someone with
perfect knowledge-a God-would be able to unfold it all and see how each
part connects to every other In such a universe there are not disconnected
fragments but peaks of folds. But a fissured universe, or more rightly a fissured historyofthe world,like that described byMichel Foucault, sees earthquakes, the formation of sedimentary layers, tsunamis of destruction that
utterly bury and disconnect its parts. In this kind ofuniverse, the fragment
surfaces, if it ever does, quite alone.
This second ontology seems to more properly describe the universe the
Data Thief travels in and explains his necessity. Only a hard-working time
traveler might be able to fit the parts together
This is a good point to mention that many of the musicians the film
presents as protagonists ofAfrofuturism interviewed in the film are hard to
see, though Akomfrah's characteristic framing and lighting for interviews
sculpts the speakers in chiaroscuro, giving them authority and beauty. Juan
Atkins, majordomo of Detroit techno, looks a bit ill at ease. British jungle
musician Goldie, framed at the right ofthe image, Iooks in that direction as
ifhed like to flee. A Guy Called Gerald looks rather forlorn-though he patiently explains, in a cross-cut to an annoyed Derrick May, the origin ofthe
term "jungle" (fig. 2). A smiling Keith Tucker does a cartwheel on a Detroit
lawn and literally vanishes. Their enfoldedness suggests that electronic musicians prefer to be known through their sounds.
sl.row

Laura lJ. lllarks/r/ffe-ll!: M0nal,

searcher clicking through a mass of information that takes the shape of a
database-that is, an organized ruin. As though the researcher ofthe future
knows no history, neither the official version ofprogressive history nor the
fractious alternatives, and so can only patiently scroll through the archive.
The Data Thiefis collecting all possibly relevant fragments into a vast database, ofwhich we perceive only a very few entries. The Data Thiefbegins to
sccnr lil<e a Renjaminialt rcclccrucr', irllnctl with ntcgl contllutcr an<l, we
can inritgc, itlgorithnrs lirl sollinlS iurrl crlr.rIol.rliol. Ik lr' /,as/ Allt'/'s lni

l
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an add^itional significance:
:"li:T
tent, butlif*
themeans for managing

it

doesnt show images, or,ton_

content databases and algoiithms. Thus
the images fold up and recede away into a database that,
the"film makes us

hope, someone may be able to interpret. (Who and where
is ttrls teltr savwy
redeemer? We cant count on the Data Thiefto
do everlthing.)
In this way las t Angel in 1996 expresses a truth of conteri.rporary

,

power

that most cinema cottoned to only later: namely, that pow.,
op.ru., ,ro, Uy
manipulating individuals and representations but by .inodulaiine'
them al_
gorithmically.r, BAFC was one ofthe first to reject the critique
ofr"epresenta_
tion at a time, the mid-1980s, when many minority filmmakers
were enthu_
siastically (and sometimes sophisticatedly) elaborating
it.
ekomfrah
points
out that in the 1980s BAFC .did not have the lu_xury,,"to b.
hostile io ld.n_
titl poJitics;r, rnstead they developed a layered, fractured concept ofidentity
that transtormed the image into an archive (or database).
BAF'C krlew that
manipulating representation was an old power game, and
for filmmakers of
color to engage in it would be to waste energies in old skirmishes
needed
for an irnminent war Now, in the light ofthe i013 revelatiolrs
ubooittr. U.S.
National Security Agency. it is abundantly clear that power
can do perfectly
hne wilhout 'tontent." tl onJy needs to track when
the content *u, g.n.r_
ated, where it comes from, and where it is going: time
and traiectory. It,s not
the content thaI matters but the metadata.
Eshun addresses this issue in his 2003 essay.,Further
Considerations on

Afrofuturism":

In the colonial era ofthe early to middle twentieth century,
avant-gardists from
Waiter Benjamin to Fmntz Fanon revolted in the name
ofthe fuirre against a
power structure that relied on control and representatiol

of the histori.al a.
chive. Today, the situation is reversed. The powerful enploy
futurists and draw
power from the futures they eadorse, thereby condemning
the disempowered
to live in the past.ra

Unfolding from a Database
The reason we cannot really see the images in Last Angel's subliminal montages is that the film is not really showing us images: it is showing a database. The clicking sound we hear as the images flash by suggests a future re-

0i,tal;,s/,,

Thosefuturists shape the present quite literally. They are
no longer em_
ployees either, as the reluctant futurist
Jaron Lunie. poi.rts out, but'mega_
computers owned by financial investors, insurance companies, giant
online
stores, social-media networks, search engines, and intelligence
a"gencies that
'talculate actions for their owners that re"duce risks
and ii.r"ur"'*."iit ona
influence.",5
If we accept that those entities owning the most powerful computers
are..going to win absolutely-that is, economically_that
tricksterism and
brilliant critique will not save rhe multitude (that is, the
majority ofpeople
in the world who do not hold shares in those companies),
and ihat ihe tu_
turologists have targeted Africa to suffer the most in the comi.rg
e.ono_ic,
nredical, ancl cnvironnrentrl <lisasters, we can only fall
into deslair ,.Ttrese

,
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powerful descriptions of the future demoralize us; they command us to bury
our heads in our hands, to groan with sadness."26
Here's a simple approach to a solution that might cheer us. Considering that the databases and algorithms are products ofhuman labor; considering further that most of the 'tontents" of the databases are created or
extracted from nature by humar]s; then, reconnecting the profits to their
sourcesJ we must suppose that when those humans are not properly remunerated, profits will begin to fall. Simply to retain profits-this is no revolutionary scheme-the kindofcompanies listed above will need to find a way to
pay'tontent providers"-software writers, composers, filmmakers, thumbsuppers, tweeters, people who pose unwittingly for security cameras, etc.
every time their content is viewed, re-tweeted, or otherwise made use of.r7
This naive and silly-sounding scheme to monetize the information economy,
which Lanier proposes and which I firrd very appealing, will return later in
this essay in lhe contenl of music remLxing.
Eshun urges people to be smart about futurism. Science fiction is concerned with "engineering feedback between its preferred future and its beconing present" as much as the financial analysts are. African and African
diaspora artists intervene in all those smug futurisms bydisturbing temporal
linearities ofprogress, and also ofinevitable decline.

Unfoldin g Counter-discursive Fragments
Another n.ranner ofunfolding that Th e Last Angel of Hktorrl engages is Fou
cauldian historiography. Akomfrah has emphasized several times that BAFC
was interested in Foucaultt ideas of counter-memory, a memory that opposed oficial memory but was fissured with gaps. "You could not present
the fullness of memory; you had to evoke the interruptions and those interruptions spoke as eloquently as the speech, the silences became as important as the voices."28 BAFC's archaeology ofthe image considers the archive
to be not only partial but to be constructed in the available terms ofthe discourse of its time, so that to excavate a counter-memory its necessary to Iook
for what the archive is unable to show.'ze
Last Angel presents us with irnages from actual photographic archives:
national archives, archives of media companies, university archives. Through
these pictures (that flash by almost too quickly to see) the montage hints at
aLl kinds of enfolded histories. A Foucauldian archaeology, more than the
Benjaminian mood of danger and disaste( invites us to rolL up our sleeves
and do research, to follow the clues left by BAFC s resear.chers themselvesEshun, Edwar<l George, and |loytl Wcbb lrrrnr thcir jorrrneys in these itc

Irnl urchivcs.
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In another of those subliminal montages that touches
on labor ir.r the early twentiethcentury United States, you might

recognize those pictures

of

a

child working in a textile mill
and workers hauling bananas

Figure 3. The Linc0ln l\,lem0rial under constructi0n in

from another film of countermemory, The Wobblies (di,r.
Deborah Shaffer and Stewart

Bird, 1979). That film unearthed
the history of the International
Workers of the World, who in the early twentieth century fought for the
rights of temporary, "unskilled," and non-white workers that the American Federation ofLabor would not represent. These images ofexploited laborers make it clear lhat Last Angel is not a documentary of "inclusion," a
cheering assurance that blacks and immigrants are integral to building the
American Dream. They counter two rather awkward interviews. One is with
the African-American astronaut Bernard A. Harris Jr., a sweet fellow who
avows being 'hn original Trekkie" and recalls partying a lot in college to Parllamenls The Mothership Connection. Another is Nichelle Nichols-Lietenant
Uhuru from Star ?rekl-elegant and earnest, describing an inspiring visit to
a newly multicultural NASA. It's great to see them and to know that Harris
flew a composite flag ofAfrican nations on the moon, but you get the feel
ing Akomfrah's heart is not in these interviews. As Octayia Butler'.s critique
in the film suggests, ifinclusion means being part ofthe military indush-ial
conplex, angels would prefer to be excluded from this particular history.
Mulling over those pictures of the White House and the Lincoln Memorial under construction (fig. 3), I receive another gift from the archive.
Benjamin Banneker (1731- 1806), the free African American mathematician,
astronomer, surveyor, and antislavery activist living in Maryland, worked on
the land survey for the construction of Washington, DC, in 1791. During
that time Banneker wrote the first of several almanacs for the coming year
based on his astronomical observations. The first ofthese, which corrected
fhe last Angel of Histoty.

errors in two existing almanacs, he sent to Thomas Jefferson, secretary of state
under George Washington. In the accompanying letter Banneker eloquently

deconstructed the state's reliance on slavery. Recalling the statement in the
Declaration oflndependence, "We hold these truths to be self-evident, that
all nren were created equal]' Banneker wrote:
I Icr€ sir, was a time in which your tender feelings for yourselves had elgaged you

lhus to declare, you wcre then impressed with proper ideas ofthe great valua
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tion ofliberry and the free possession ofthose blessings to which you were entitled by nature; but, sir, how pitiable it is to reflect that although you were so
fully convinced of the benevolence of the Father of mankind, and of his equal
and impartial &stribution ofthose rights and privileges which he had conferred
upon them, that you should at the same time counteracthis mercies, in detaining by fraud and violence so numerous a palt of my brethren, under groaning captivity and cruel oppression, that you should at the same time be found
gui.lty of that most criminal act, which you profess€dly detested in oth€rs with
respect to yourselves.30

We can celebrate the achievements and influence ofBanneker, the selftaught son offreed slaves, with positivistic ease. In a mood of"variantology"
we can also read with pleasure the observations in his almanac about the
seventeen-year locusts and appreciate his mathematical puzzles. Banneker
will return to this essaysoon as the protagonist ofyet another manner ofun-

folding.

Unfolding Deep Time
More images on the Data Thief's computer: q?ewritten equations, spare diagrams, geometric and curvilinear. Drawings of strange animals, as though
observed by a medieval visitor to some foreign land; astrolabes inscribed in
Arabic; splendidly ornate North African mosques; Chinese text. I recognize
no sub-Saharan African artifacts, but still the montage gives a sense of ancient technologies and cultural sharing. As the images compress down to text
and diagrams, I get a sense of knowledges compressing as they travel history. The computer-science concept of"logical depthj'the amount ofcalculating time implicit in a message, is relevant here: "The value ofa message is
the amount of mathematical or other work plausibly done by its originator,
which its receiver is saved from having to repeat."3r Last Angel,by flashing
all these images at us, is suggesting that contemporary math, science, and
technology have deep, but implicit, cultural roots.
Not long ago, the idea that modern science, math, and technology had
roots in Chinese, Indian, African, and other non-Western cultures provoked
howls ofconsternation. Some ofthis is summarized in the debate over Black
Athena, the title of Martin Bernal's three-volume work ( 1987-2006), which
argued that much ofthe Greek mlthology that Europeans claimed as their
cultural heritage arose in Africa. Bernal showed that the myth ofGreek origins for European culture dates to the late eighteenth century, before which
time Europeans commonly acknowledged the Greek debt to Eg)?tian cul
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work-in

Frederick

Douglass's research on the Upper Egyptian and Nubian origins of predynastic Egyptian culture, for example, or in Sigmund Freud,s suggestion
that Moses was an Egyptian and adapted his monotheism from the worship
ofAkhenaton, or in W E. B. Du Bois's research on the earliestworld civilizations along the Nile delta. Now that the acrimonious confrontation between
Euro- and Afrocentrists has settled down somewhat, solid scholarship proliferates. For example, Bernal offers linguistic confirmation for Herodotus,s
equation ofApollo with the Eglptian god Horus, and patrice Rankine carefully speculates that the oracle ofDelphi was an Ethiopian figure.33
Islamic philosophy also gives precedence to an African origin over the
much later Greek one. The Iranian seventeenth-century philosopher Mulla
Sadrawrote that philosophy began with Adam; and "The great Hermes disseminated it [philosophy] in the climes and in the countries and explained it
and gave benefit of it to the people. He is the father ofphilosophers and the
most learned ofthe knowledgeable. . . . As for Rome and Greece, philosophy
is not ancient in those places as their original sciences were rhetoric, epistolatory_and poetry. . . until Abraham became a prophet and he taught them
the sdence of divine unity." Mulla Sadrd says it was Thales, who philosophized in Eglpt and then migrated to Miletus, who introduced philosophy
to Greece.3a
Still, a sting of resentment charactedzes these scholarly struggles over
the African origins of Western civilization. This has to do with the very purpose ofhistoriography. What kind ofunfolding is it? Let us consider specifically the history ofscience and technology. Insofar as the search for origins
seeks to insert forgotten ancestors into a linear and causal model ofhistory,
it is beholden to the Enlightenment progress narratives that have justified
oppression and slavery. On the other hand, we can value other knowledge
systems that may or may not get pulled into royal science, value "minor sci-

encd'for its own local

relevance.3s

In these flickering pictures ofancient technologies,lasf Angel is beginning to unfold those things whose elision constitutes logical depth. Let us
suspend questions like "but what does African mathematics signify now?,,
that demand we prove the influence of ancient African knowledge on contemporary thought. Instead we can cultivate curiosity about the inventions
Africans made in the past without having to justi4/ them in terms of the
present. Siegfried Zielinski calls such a generous, curious attitude toward
the history oftechnologies "variantologyi' for it seeks not trends but yariations. Zielinski criticizes linear, survival-of-fittest historical narratives, such
as those that see past technologies as 'anticipating" present ones. This manner ofFoucauldian archaeology searches into historyin orderto release crea-
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tive energies from past key moments.s6 Similarly, Isabelle Stengers refocuses
attention not to the results of experimentation but to the proliferation ofexperimental practices.3T The past is richer tlan the present. It is fill ofYirtualities that we can actualize now: this is another way to descrlbe Last Angefs
manner of unfolding.
For example, in its provocative flashes of ancient technologies on the
Data Thief's computers, the film invites a "yariantology" of the history of
computing. Here is a variant that is satisfying to explore: the African history
of binary mathernatics, which ethnomathematician Ron Eglash succincdy
summarizes. Geomancy, calculated in bas€ tlvo and using sixteen figures, is
usually attributed an Arabic origin, in turn learned from traders returning
from East Asia. However, Eglash points out that base-two calculation is an
ancient and ubiquitous practice in Africa, while most world mathematics
calculate in base ten. Eglash studied the base-two divination practiced by
Bamana of Senegal that, through a series of iterations made using shells or
marks in the sand, result in one of sixteen divination syrnbols. This binary
mathematics became one of the many s)'ncretic North African Muslim practices, termed in Ar abic'ilm al-raml, science ofthe sand. The translator Hugo
of Santalla introduced binary divination in Spain in the twelfth century, apparently in a translation of a work by an 'unknown Tripolitan" referred to
as Alatrabuculus.38It was quickly taken up byalchemists, hermeticists, Rosicrucians, and others. The thirteenth-century Franciscan missionary, translator, and writer Ram6n Llull adapted Arabic crlptography to create a combinatorial logic that would influence many Renaissance thinkers. Deep-time
scholars have been excavating Arabic and fewish sources of Llull's combinatorics,3' but a litde more research might shed light on the pre-Islamic African roots of the process that Eglash suggests.
Folds within folds. Geomancy was considered an occult art in the Renaissance, so it is not surprising that its origins were effaced. Nevertheless,
Llull's binary mathematics returned to legitimacy (and got whitewashed of
any Arabic, let alone African, sources) in their influence on Leibniz's binary
logic in lhe Dissertation de arte combinatorial.Leibnizis usually credited for
the invention ofthe binary language of Boolean algebra, on which the logic

ofcomputer circuits are based.ao
Heret a more open fold. Benjamin Banneker composed mathematical
puzzle-poems. Our friend Eglash, in a brief but deeply researched article,
gates

notes that these puzzles revolved around base-two calculations. Eglash postulates that Banneker's inventions arose not only from his innate intelligence,
'talented tenth' style, but from his African ancestry. Banneker's father Robert
came from an area of West Africa ("Guinea") in which people cultivated bi-

nary numerology. Banneker's grandfather "Banneky" was of royal Wolof
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origin and may have been the one who taught Banneker about the quincunx,
a cruciform amulet widely used in Senegal.arThese connections suggest that
African mathematical knowledge, deeply enfolded in binary logic, was likely
also remembered and practiced in the diaspora.

Unfolding as Remix
As Rinaldo Walcott points out, Last Angel is structured in a cut-and-mix
form appropriate to diaspora aesthetics.a2 Remix and bricolage constitute
aesthetics, epistemology, and historiography: a manner of unfolding that
snatches up fragments from whatever stratum it wants and crashes them together with fissile power. In the film Paul Miller and Goldie celebrate the freedom remixing gives the composer to take sounds from wherever he wants,
Thatt true of many early sarnpling musicians, and Dfs before them: Iegendary Df Grandmaster Flash mixed "white boy music like the Steve Miller Band
and Spooly Tooth, JeffBeck and Steely Dan . . . talk about righteous beatsl
Crazybeats from the Philippines and India with sounds I didnl know a humanS€ing could make."a3 In their landmark 1988 and 1990 albums, public
Enemy collaged dozens ofsamples into an overwhelming sonic rapture, before licensing laws made such music flnancially impossible.a
In Last Angel Goldie says, "Time is irrelevant, cuz we can take music
from anyera." And Greg Tate calls sampling "digitized race memoryi'allowing people without formal musical training to access musics from all places
and times, ifthese have been recorded. (This remark is accompanied byshots
ofthe Data Thieffiddling with the innards ofa discarded computer, in bewilderment). From a majoritarian point ofview the idea of remixing history sounds capricious and irresponsible; but not so for Afrofuturists. The
remlr manner ofunfolding takes a point ofview from the underside of majoritarian history and perceives the power ofthe remix to release energy from
hitherto unimagined connections.
Appropriation and deracination were issues at the time the film was
made: the ease ofelectronic sampling got people worried that recorded sounds
would be separated even further from their sources (in the psychological
condition R. Munay Schafer called schizophonia, hearing sounds from another space and time embedded in one's own) and that the original would
not be credited.45 Yet as we know, the history of modern popular music is

a history of white appropriation of African-American innovations. Black
techno music, like its predecessor R&B (as well as jazz and disco, though
these never lost their African-American associations), got adopted by white
musicians who reached large white audiences, to the point where its Black
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origins became effaced and forgotten. Beverly May recounts how this happened with the techno music invented by Black musicians in Detroit. In the
early 1990s Detroit techno got taken up by European audiences at the same
time that the Detroit scene faded, partly because ofthe rising popularity of
hip-hop, losing radio support, as well as its major venue, the Music Institute. For a while a network ofindependent record labels thrived, especially
on the "Detroit-Berlin axis" oftechno music. Techno fed the European and
North American rave culture. Unlike the reportedly drug- and alcohol-free
Detroit techno scene, raves were indissociable from drugs and liable to police raids on the illegal venues where they were held; May relates that these,
the increasingly white, suburban crowd, and the faster, colder sounds that
ravers wanted alienated a lot ofAfrican-American audiences and musicians.
Techno's Black origins got sucked up by the increasingly commercial
alt-techno vortex. Beverly May asked Derrick May if he still characterized
techno as "Kraftwerk and George Clinton stuck in an elevatori' He replied
gnomically: "Kraftwerk got offon the third floor and now George Clinton's
got Napalm Death in there with him. The elevator's stalled between the pharmacy and the athletic wear storel'a'
Giving credit and getting paid also remain concerns for the session musicians and backup singers whose infectious hooks and sublime vocalizations often rnade the song. When musicians sample Clyde Stubblefieldt performances on Jame s Browis Funky Drummer and CoId Sta/eat, the licensing
fees go to lames Brown's record label. Merry Clalton's vocal improvisation
drove home the sublime terror ofthe Rolling Stones' Gimme Shelter,butno
royalties go to her.a7
Despite these problems, worries about musical theft have waned-at
Ieast for musicians on the few remaining big labels whose armies oflawyers
can track down samples and make the samplers pay.a8 Aesthetically, remix
differs from plagiarism in that it refers to its history in the recognizability of
its sources, as Eduardo Navas notes.ae
Remldng is a sonic, not visual, theory of montage, and thus especially
sensitive to the way montage is received and realized in the body. So if we
give a little more credit to the audience, we can respect how they complete
the creativity of the remix, as they follow samples, hooks, styles, remakes
and remlres back to their sources and unfold them while listening, dancing,
and reading. Returning to Jaron Lanier's proposal to monetize the information economy, we can also imagine a way that at least some creators will continue to be rewarded for their creations as they recirculate. A remix manner
of unfolding authorizes the historian to play D]. So let us enjoy inventions,
as May invites us to in last Angel with his disarmingly simple recipe for remix: "You just take a little salt, a little pe pper, mix it up iu'r(l you'vc got a nice
piccc ol'soup."
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This essay has unfolded just a few of the shimmering monads in The
Last Angel oJ History. There remain many more, that likely lead in all kinds

of unforeseeable connections. I ask my fellow admirers of this film, ]ohn
Akomfrah, and Black Audio Film Collective to abstain from being scholarly
Sir Noses and be Star Childs instead. Instead ofinterviewing Akomfrah yet
again to ask him what the movie is about, let us feel it for ourselves and unfold accordingly.
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